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ABSTRACT

Recent neutron scattering measurements on the quantum
liquids "*He and 3He are described. In the Bose superfluid
there is a well-defined excitation for wave vectors less
than 3.6 A""1. In the Fermi liquid measurements are much
more difficult because of the large absorption cross section,
but measurements at the Institute Laue-Langevin have shown
that there are no well-defined excitations at 0.63 K for
wave vectors between 1.0 and 2.6 l~l. The difference between
these results is due to the existence of particle-hole ex-
citations in the Fermi liquid into which collective ex-
citations can decay. Because of the simplicity of the
excitations in "*He, it has became a testing ground for
the effects of the interactions between the excitations.
Measurements are described which show that while roton-
roton interactions are attractive at small wave vectors
they are repulsive at larger wave vectors. The scattering
at large momentum transfer in "*He has been measured, but
its interpretation is still open to question.
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Ever since the start of neutron scattering experiments, quantum

liquids have been chosen for study so that now at least nine laboratories

have engaged in this work. There are two quantum Liquids which can be

studied with neutron scattering: the Bose liquid, ''He, and the Fermi

liquid, 3He. Since the theory of Fermi and Bose liquids plays such an

important role throughout theoretical physics, the hope of testing these
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theories with experimental results provides the stimulus for all this

effort.

The Bose liquid, ''He, becomes superfluid below 2.1 K and has ex-

cellent neutron scattering properties, and so has received by far the

largest amount of attention. The results obtained in this liquid con-

firm the existence at low temperatures of well-defined excitations as

originally suggested by Landau. They have been reviewed in detail1

and are described in outline in >the next section.

The Fermi liquid, 3He, becomes superfluid only below 2 mK and has

a large neutron absorption cress section (1.2 x 10k barns for neutrons
e

with a wavelength of 4 A). This large absorption cross section dis-

couraged many of us from attempting to measure the scattering from

liquid 3He until recently. The development of the high flux reactor

at the Institute Laue-Langevin with its cold source providing a very

high flux of lew energy neutrons, together with the existence of a

high flux tlme-of-flight spectrometer, IN5, on a low background position

at the end of a curved guide tube made the experiment possible.2»3 In

the third section the results are described and compared with those ob-

tained from the Bose liquid.

Besides Che intrinsic interest in superfluid ''He, it has also be-

come a model system with which to test the theories of the interactions

between elementary excitations. This Is because liquid ''He is iso-

tropic and so the dispersion relation for the excitations and their

Interactions are simpler in liquid **He than in solids. As a result the

theory of sound attenuation in liquid "*He is now far better understood

than in solids. Another point of interest is that Raman scattering
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measurements'* have shown chat two~roton bound states exist, and some

recent neutron scattering experiments have been performed to elucidate

the nature of roton-roton interactions in more detail. The results of

these experimentss~7 are described in the third section.

The neutron scattering from liquid **He at large momentum transfers

is discussed in the fourth section. Despite the considerable effort

which has been devoted to this experiment and to the theory of the ex-

periment, there has still not been a wholly convincing experiment showing

that there is a macroscopic occupation of the cero oooentua state In the

superfluld, or theoretical interpretation of the results.

Thar* are several aspects of the neutron scattering from quantum

liquids which I do not have either the time or space to review. Work

on mixtures of liquid 3He and **He will be reported at this meeting as

well as work on **He at 4.2 K where it behaves more like * classical

liquid. Finally the recent work by L. Passcll and collaborators on

thin films of **He has yielded soa» very Interesting results.

SCATTERING FROM SUPERFLUID **Hc

The neutron scattering from **He nuclei is wholly coherent so that

the scattered intensity gives directly the Van Hove correlation function,

S(Q»u); the Fourier transform with respect to time of the time corre-

lation function for density fluctuations with wave vector |(J|. At low

temperatures it is convenient to divide S(Q,u) into two parts: one is

the scattering from well-defined excitations, and the other the re-

maining scattering which is distributed smoothly in frequency and

wava vector
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Measureaents have been reported1 of the frequency of the excitations,

u(Q), and of their intercity. These frequencies are shown in Fig. 1

and at snail Q, they increase linearly with Q, reach a aaxinua, then a

•iniouo, the roton ainJaun, and then increase in frequency again. These

results are in excellent accord with the dispersion relation for the

excitations proposed by Landau to explain the nacroseopic properties of

superfluid "He.

C #5-154-76

Fig. 1. The energy-wave vector dependence of the scattering in ''He at
1.1 K. The single excitation dispersion relation is shown and the
peak and half-height of the broad scattering, SZI(Q,u).

The frequency d pendence of the broad scattering is also shown

in Fig. 1. At saall wave vectors this scattering has a frequency close



Co twice the frequency of the roton minimum and is similar in form to

Chat expected from muld-phonon scattering in a solid.5*6 At larger

vave vectors the Intensity of the single excitaeions decreases rapidly

and the aean frequency of che broad component approaches the free par-

ticle frequency ~ - .

SC TIERING FROM LIQUID 3He

The scattering from liquid 3Re is considerably core difficult to

measure than that froa liquid ''He because of the large neutron absorp-

tion cross section. As the mean free path of the neutrons in the liquid

is only 0.0S an the scattering froa the liquid is considerably less than

tha scattering from tho specinen container and from the radiation

shields surrounding the specimen. As a result precautions3 need to be

taken so that neutrons could not be scattered by the radiation shields

directly Into the counters of the time-of-flight spectrometer, and so

that the scattering frea the frcnt of the specimen cassette could be

subtracted ** accurately as possible. A typical result3 showing the

scattering froa the 3He at 0.53 K Is shnvj in Fig. 2.

The scattering froa the 3He va* corrected for counter efficiency,

for the changing absorption of the scattered neutron beam and converted

froa a tlae-of-flight distribution to an energy distribution. Some of

the results are shown in Fig. 3 and clearly do noc show the sharp peaks

characteristic of the scattering from superfluid **He, in this momentum

and energy range.

Tha results3 are suaaarized by the contour map shown la Fig. 4.

At the smallest frequency transfers the scattering by the 3He Is
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Fig. 2. The time-of-flight spectrum from liquid 3He at 0.63 K and the
background from the empty cassette at 0.63 K.

obscured by the core intense scattering from the specimen cassette ,

while at the larger frequency transfers the results become more uncer-

tain because of the conversion from a time-of-flight to an energy dis-

tribution. Measurements were also made2 of the scattering at 1.3 K

under somewhat different conditions, but qualitatively no temperature

dependence was observed.

The Interpretation of the scattering from liquid 3He requires more

care than that from liquid **He. Because the nuclear spin of the 3He is

1/2, a neutron and a 3He nucleus may form either a triplet or singlet

Intermediate state. The scattering lengths of these states are dif-

ferent so that the scattering observed with unpolarized neutrons is
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Fig. 3. Intensity scattered from liquid 3He at 0.63 K and 1.0 atm.
The large uncertainties at the larger frequency transfers arise from
the conversion from time-of-flight distributions to energy distributions.

given by

I - o S(Q,u) + o T(Q,u) ,
c • I

where a and o_ are the coherent and incoherent scattering cross sec-

tions, and S and T are the Van Hove number density and spin density

correlation functions. At present the ratio c_/o is experimentally

unknown but Sears and Khanna8 have estimated it to be about 0.25. Until

this ratio is known accurately it is clearly impossible to develop a
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Fig. <-. Intensity contours3 for the scattering from liquid 3He at 0.63 K
and 1.0 atm. The small dotted line gives the dispersion relation for
"•He and the large dotted lines the boundaries of the particle-hole
continuum assuming that the effective mass of the 3He atoms is 3M.

completely quantitative theory of the neutron scattering from liquid

Some aspects of the results may however be discussed without a



detailed model. Firstly the differential neutron scattering from

liquid 3He and superfluid '•He arc qualitatively different. The larter

shows well-defined excitations whereas the former does not. Since the

structure factor S(Q) is very similar in 3He to that in ''He, this dif-

ference illustrates the difficulty of constructing theories of liquids

based purely upon the static properties. The difference also and more

importantly shows the correctness of the reasoning by Landau and by

Feynman that the superfluid property of **He is intimately connected

with the absence of low frequency excitations, a^art from the long

wavelength phonons, in the Bose fluid. Since scattering is not ob-

served at frequencies below the well-defined excitations, it is not

possible for these excitations to decay with conservation of energy and

momentum.

In the Fermi liquid there are many low frequency excitations as-

sociated with the creation of single particle-hole excitations. These

low frequency excitations scatter neutrons and also provide a damping

mechanism for any collective excitations. Zn Fig. 4 the region in fre-

quency-wave vector space for which the single particle-hole excitations

occur is shown assuming that the effective mass of the 3He is that de-

duced from macroscopic measurements9, three times the base mass. Com-

parison of this region with the experimental results suggests that for

Q > 2.0 A A the scattering is described by a somewhat smaller effective

mass, 2.5 H. This reduction is effective mass is to be expected because

at large enough wave vectors the scattering will approximate that of

bar* 3He atoms. Fig. 4 also shows that broad scattering is observed

outside the particle-hole continuum. Within the random phase



approximation9 only well-defined collective modes are expected outside

this region. One possibility for this discrepancy is that the boundaries

of the particle-hole continuum are incorrect. This would arise if the

single particle energies deviated strongly from a parabola. The results

do however suggest that the effective mass does not alter greatly over

the momentum range of our measurements so that although the upper fre-

quency limit of the continuum may be increased somewhat, it seems un-

likely that it can be increased sufficiently to account for the ob-

served broad scattering. Thermal broadening of the continuum boundary

is probably small at 0.63 K for frequeocy transfers of 1 meV.

A more likely explanation of our results can be obtained by con-

sidering Landau's arguments in superfluid '•He. He suggested that the

excitations would decay into pairs of excitations if the process is

allowed by energy and wave vector conservation. In the case of 3He col-

lective excitations with Q * 1.7 A x are broadened by the interaction

with the parftde-hole continuum. Any collective excitations with

Q «v 1 A'1 and frequencies comparable to these in liquid **He are then

able to decay into pairs of excitations with Q ^ 1.7 A . This tcscha-

nism would then allow zero sound excitations in liquid 3He to decay even

when their frequency is outside the particle-hole continuum. If this

suggestion is correct it implies that the simple random phase approxi-

mation is not an adequate description of liquid 3He, and that in addi-

tion to particle-hole excitations a more complete theory needs to in-

clude fhe effects of two particle-two hole and other complex excitations.

Various variants of the random phase approximation have been com-

pared with the experimental results3, but fail to give a satisfactory



description of the neasurements. Calculations by Lovesey10 of the

scattering S(Q,u>) based on the continued fraction method does give a

reasonable description of the measurements.3

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE EXCITATIONS IN LIQUID ''He

Because of the simplicity of the dispersion relation in liquid **He

it provides an excellent model system on which to study the effects of

the interactions between the excitations. In this section I wish to

discuss the information which has been obtained on the interactions be-

tween the rotons. Pitaevskii11 investigated the effect on the disper-

sion relation. u(Q), of the decay of an excitation into pairs of rotons.

If the rotons are non-interacting he showed that the dispersion rela-

tion u(Q) could not exceed 2A, where A is the roton frequency. Me pre-

dicted that at large Q the dispersion relation would have the form

a(Q) - 24 - A exp (-B/(Q -Q)) , (1)
c

where A, B and Q are constants. This limiting behavior is a direct
c

result of the isotropy of the dispersion relation in the liquid which

gives rise to a singularity in the two-roton density of states at a

frequency of 2A. This prediction has been shown1'5 to give a good des-

crlption of the dispersion relation for 2.2 <Q < 2 . 8 A x a t l . l K and

1.0 atm.

Raman scattering measurements on liquid **He measure largely the

two-roton density of states with a total wave vector, Q-0. Careful

measurements of the shape of the scattering1* have shown that the density



of states is not that given by non-interacting rotons but corresponds

to the density of states to be expected from pairs of rotons which at-

tract one another. This attraction leads to a two-roton bound state

with a frequency 2£-<S where S is the binding frequency of the bound

state.

The effect of the interaction between the rotons on the neutron

scattering was discussed by Zawadowski et al.12 If the interactions

are attractive the maximum frequency of the elementary excitations is

2A-5, the two-roton bound state frequency. This development has re-

cently been tested by measurements516 of the pressure dependence of the
e i

excitations with a wave vector of 1.1 A . The results are shown in

Fig. 5 and show that while the intensity in the excitation peak de-

creases with increasing pressure the frequency is clearly above 2A for

pressures larger than 20 atm.

Measurements7 have also been performed for large wave vectors as

a function of pressure. Whereas at the vapor pressure the frequencies1

lie close to 2A, at 24 atm the frequencies are clearly larger than 2A

as shown in Fig. 6. Both of these observations of frequencies in ex-

cess of 2A are inconsistent with the predictions of theories with non-

interacting or attractively interacting rotons. They are consistent,

however, if the interactions between the rotons are repulsive in charac-

ter, and the magnitude of the interaction may be estimated from the ob-

served line shapes.7 The results are shown in Fig. 7 where they are

compared with estimates of the roton-roton interaction based on the

theory developed by Lee.13

The observation of repulsive interactions between pairs of rotons
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Fig. 5. Pressure dependence5 of the excitation frequency for Q * 1.1A~
in ''He at 1.2 K. ..

by neutron scattering is not inconsistent with the results of the Raman

scattering. In the latter case the interaction is between pairs of

rotons with total wave vector Q*0, whereas Q is much lai'̂ r.. in the

neutron scattering measurements. In fact Woerne:. and "".epben1"* haw

pointed out that a large part of the attrai Tive part of the iuterection

in the Raman scattering measurements may arise from interactions with

pairs of phonons. This attractive mechanism is absent in the neutron

scattering case because the small wave vector of t M phonons prohibits
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Fig. 6. Neutron scattering distributions7 for increasing wave vector
at 24 atm and 1.1 K. The solid curves show fits to the line shapes
based on repulsive roton-roton interactions.

this process for the larger wave vector transfers involved in the

neutron scattering.

LARGE MOMENTUM TRANSFER SCATTERING IN "He

The interest in the nature of the scattering from liquid '•He at

large Q was stimulated by the work of Hohenberg and Platznan15 who

pointed out that as Q + » the scattering is given by

n (p)6 (« - ~ ( Q 2

2M
(2)
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Fig. 7. The roton-rotoa Interactions as deduced from measurements7 »**
and calculated using the theory of Lee.13

where n(p) is the number of particles with wave vector p in the ground

state. The superfluid properties of **He are believed to be intimately

related to the macroscopic occupation of the zero momentum state and

the observation of a sharp peak corresponding to n(0) would confirm

this connection.

There have now been several attempts1»16"19 to study the scatter-

ing at large Q, but none of the measurements has convincingly demon-

strated a well-defined component coming from the condensate fraction.

Several experiments have been analyzed using Eq. (2) to obtain n(p)

and two of the most recent results are shown in Fig. 8. The experi-

mental results are clearly not in detailed agreement with one another.

In particular Mook18 interprets the peak at small p as an indication of

a macroscopic occupation of the condensate and estimates
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n(0) • 0.018 i 0.01. No indication of this structure is found in the

other experiment. We may conclude, however, that if Eq. (2) is valid

for the interpretation of these experiments that the value of n(0) is

at least an order of magnitude less than most theoretical estimates.



Unfortunately there are indications that Eq. (2) may not be ade-

quate. In Fig. 9 the width of the scattering19 is shown for Increasing

wave vector. This tends to oscillate in a way which seems to be corre-

lated with the oscillations in the He atom-atom scattering cross sec-

tion.22 If this ici a correct interpretation it implies that the
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Fig. 9. The full widths19 at half maximum of the scattered neutron dis-
tributions at 1.1 K. Curve A is the width of the scattering expected
due to collisions of the excited helium atom with the bulk. Curve B and
B' are^this width convciuted with Gaussian and Lorentzian distibutions
for n(p) chosen to give approximately the measured width. The heavy
solid lines 1 and 2 are the thedretical width calculated using Kalos
•t al's21 and McMillan's20 n(p) respectively.



collisions which are neglected in the derivation of Eq. (2) play an im-

portant role for these wave vectors. Unfortunately estimates of the

validity of Eq. (2) based on moments suggest that it should be much

more accurate in this momentum range than the above considerations.

Clearly further theoretical work and further experiments art required

before we can be confident of any value for n(0).
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